The Adenovirus L4-22K Protein Is Multifunctional and Is an Integral Component of Crucial Aspects of Infection
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A variety of cellular and viral processes are coordinately regulated during adenovirus (Ad) infection to achieve optimal virus production. The Ad late gene product L4-22K has been associated with disparate activities during infection, including the regulation of late gene expression, viral DNA packaging, and infectious virus production. We generated and characterized two L4-22K mutant viruses to further explore L4-22K functions during viral infection. Our results show that L4-22K is indeed important for temporal control of viral gene expression not only because it activates late gene expression but also because it suppresses early gene expression. We also show that the L4-22K protein binds to viral packaging sequences in vivo and is essential to recruit two other packaging proteins, IVa2 and L1-52/55K, to this region. The elimination of L4-22K gave rise to the production of only empty virus capsids and not mature virions, which confirms that the L4-22K protein is required for Ad genome packaging. Finally, L4-22K contributes to adenovirus-induced cell death by regulating the expression of the adenovirus death protein. Thus, the adenovirus L4-22K protein is multifunctional and an integral component of crucial aspects of infection.

adenoviruses (Ad) have a nonenveloped, icosahedral virion that contains the linear, double-stranded DNA genome. Ad infect a wide range of animals, and over 50 different serotypes of human Ad have been identified. Human Ad infection can lead to respiratory tract, gastrointestinal, and ophthalmologic diseases. Most of these infections are self-limiting but can be severe and even fatal in immunocompromised hosts and occasionally in healthy young children and adults (8). During Ad infection, the virus enters the cell through receptor-mediated endocytosis and the partially degraded virus capsid escapes from the endosome and travels to the nuclear pore complex, where the viral genome is translocated into the nucleus (36). E1A, the immediate early gene product, is expressed and transactivates the Ad early genes (E1B, E2, E3, and E4) whose products function to optimize the cellular milieu for viral replication, counteract a variety of antiviral defenses, and promote viral DNA replication (4). With the onset of viral DNA replication, the major late promoter (MLP) is fully activated and late gene products (L1 to L5) are synthesized to produce progeny viruses (1). The MLP is activated by a number of cellular transcription factors and a viral protein, IVa2, which bind to upstream elements (UE) and downstream elements (DE) of the MLP, respectively (46). Mutations in DE that abolish IVa2 binding or mutation of IVa2 coding sequences, however, have only a modest effect on Ad late gene expression (30, 48). These and other results indicate a redundancy of MLP elements (46). The viral protein L4-33K facilitates late gene expression by enhancing the alternative splicing of Ad late transcripts (39) and facilitating the early-to-late switch during infection (10, 23). During the final stage of infection, the Ad death protein (ADP) induces cell lysis, which leads to the release of progeny viruses from the nucleus (37).

The mature Ad virion consists of major capsid proteins (hexon, penton, and fiber), minor capsid proteins (IIIa, VI, VIII, and IX), and core proteins (V, VII, Mu, and TP) that associate with the viral genome (36). In addition, the Ad protease (AVP) is incorporated in the virion and cleaves precursor proteins (IIIa, pVI, pVII, pVIII, pX, pTP, and L1-52/55K) to produce the fully infectious mature virion (22). From the results of a number of studies, it is believed that Ad empty capsids (EC) are first assembled in the nucleus and that the viral genome is subsequently encapsidated (27). The EC produce bands at a lighter density (1.29 to 1.30 g/cc) than the mature virions (MV) (1.34 g/cc) in a CsCl density equilibrium gradient. MV contain proteolytically processed forms of proteins VI, VII, and VIII; precursor forms of pVI and pVIII are present in EC. In contrast to the MV, EC also contain the L1-52/55K protein (15). Core proteins V and VII, which are associated with the viral genome, are present in MV but are absent or present at lower levels in EC.

The Ad genome is packaged into the capsid, utilizing cis-acting packaging sequences (PS) located at the left end of the viral genome (27). The PS overlap with the E1A transcriptional enhancer region and contain seven AT-rich motifs, termed A repeats, which have the conserved, bipartite sequence motif 5′-TTTG-N8-CG-3′ (27). Deletion of the PS results in no progeny virus production (17). Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments have shown that Ad proteins IVa2, L1-52/55K, and IIIa bind to the PS in vivo (21, 28, 32). Analyses of mutant viruses demonstrate that these three proteins are required for Ad packaging, since only EC are produced in their absence (7, 13, 16, 24). In vitro DNA-protein binding analyses have shown that the IVa2 protein binds to the CG motif of the PS and that another Ad late gene product, L4-22K, binds to the TTTG motif of the PS; binding of L4-22K to the PS is dependent on the IVa2 protein (9, 28, 40, 44, 45, 47). While the L1-52/55K protein does not bind to the PS in vitro, it does interact with the IVa2 protein in Ad-infected cells and with protein IIIa in vivo (14, 21). The IVa2 protein binds ATP (26) and is located at a single virion vertex (6). A working model of Ad DNA packaging suggests that the IVa2 and L4-22K proteins bind directly to the PS...
and recruit the L1-52/55K and IIIa proteins to promote viral DNA packaging; the IVa2 protein may function as a packaging motor by analogy to bacteriophage ATPases (12).

The L4-22K protein has been suggested to have distinct functions during viral infection. Transfection into cells of an Ad5 infectious clone which contains a stop codon in L4-22K results in no infectious virus production (25), suggesting that L4-22K is required for genome packaging and consistent with the observation that L4-22K binds to the PS in vitro. By transfection analyses performed using the same Ad5 L4-22K mutant infectious clone, Morris and Leppard showed that L4-22K promotes Ad late gene expression (23). Because these two analyses indicated completely different roles for the L4-22K protein during Ad infection and due to the limitations of experiments involving transient-transfection assays, we sought to study L4-22K function in the context of virus infection. In the current study, we generated two Ad5 L4-22K mutant viruses, Δ22K (a null mutant) and 22K− (an amber mutant), using an L4-22K-complementing cell line, to further explore the functions of L4-22K in vivo. Here we demonstrate that the L4-22K protein is important for appropriate temporal control of viral early and late gene expression. The effects of L4-22K in the activation of Ad late gene expression differed for different late genes. In addition, the L4-22K mutants produced only EC and not MV in noncomplementing cells, demonstrating that the L4-22K protein is required for genome packaging. ChIP assays demonstrated that L4-22K and IVa2 are dependent on each other for binding to the PS and that both of these proteins are required to recruit L1-52/55K to the PS in vivo. Finally, the L4-22K protein is required for expression of ADP at late times after infection and the induction of cellular cytopathic effect. We conclude that the Ad L4-22K protein is multifunctional and an integral component in crucial aspects of infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses. A549 (ATCC) and N52.E6 (35) cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) containing penicillin and streptomycin and supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum and FetalClone III serum (HyClone), respectively. N52.E6-Cre (a kind gift from Gudrin Schiedner and Stefan Kochanek, Ulm University) and 293-L1 (13) cells were maintained in DMEM containing penicillin and streptomycin and supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum and FetalClone III and bovine calf serum, respectively.

To make the L4-22K-ΔC cell line, the N-terminal 173 amino acids of Ad5 L4-22K, with a stop codon at the end, were subjected to PCR amplification and cloned into pUHD 10-3 (kindly provided by H. Bujard, Zentrum für Molekular Biologie, Germany) under the control of the tetracycline-response element and a minimal cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter using EcoRI and XbaI sites. The resulting plasmid, pUHD-22K-ΔC, was co-transfected with pSuper-Blasticidin (Invitrogen) into TET-C4 (24), a cell line that constitutively expresses the tTA tetracycline-controlled transactivator in the background of N52.E6-Cre cells. An L4-22K-ΔC-expressing cell line (termed TetC4-22K-ΔC) was selected and maintained in DMEM containing penicillin and streptomycin, 200 μg/ml Geneticin, and 200 μg/ml Geneticin and supplemented with 10% FetalClone III and bovine calf serum, respectively.

To make the L4-22K-ΔC cell line, the N-terminal 173 amino acids of Ad5 L4-22K, with a stop codon at the end, were subjected to PCR amplification and cloned into pUHD 10-3 (kindly provided by H. Bujard, Zentrum für Molekular Biologie, Germany) under the control of the tetracycline-response element and a minimal cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter using EcoRI and XbaI sites. The resulting plasmid, pUHD-22K-ΔC, was co-transfected with pSuper-Blasticidin (Invitrogen) into TET-C4 (24), a cell line that constitutively expresses the tTA tetracycline-controlled transactivator in the background of N52.E6-Cre cells. An L4-22K-ΔC-expressing cell line (termed TetC4-22K-ΔC) was selected and maintained in DMEM containing penicillin and streptomycin, 200 μg/ml Geneticin, 200 μg/ml hygromycin B, 10 μg/ml Blasticidin S, and 1 μg/ml doxycycline and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone). The same culture conditions were used for maintaining cell lines TetC4-IVa2 (24) and TetC4-33K. The generation of TetC4-33K is to be described elsewhere.

An Ad5 wild-type (Ad5-WT) virion stock was generated by transfecting PacI-linearized infectious clone pTG3602 (5) into N52.E6-Cre cells; a cell lysate was prepared and purified virions were produced using A549 cells. IVa2 mutant viruses pm8002 (48) and ΔIVa2 (24) were propagated using TetC4-IVa2 cells minus doxycycline in the culture medium. L1-52/55K mutant virus pm8001 (13) and an Ad5 virus containing loxP sites flanking the PS (termed Ad5-Ψ-loxP [unpublished data]) were propagated in 293-L1 and N52.E6 cells, respectively. All virions were purified using CsCl equilibrium density gradient centrifugation, as described previously (24). Throughout this study, A549 cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 12.5 PFU/cell; N52.E6, N52.E6-Cre, TetC4-IVa2, TetC4-22K-ΔC, and TetC4-33K cells were infected at an MOI of 4 PFU/cell.

The strategy used for making pTG3602-Δ22K was to delete the L4-33K intron (Fig. 1A) so that the C terminus of L4-22K would be deleted without interfering with L4-33K expression. Cloning details are available upon request. The Δ22K sequence corresponds to Ad5 nucleotides (nt) 26195 to 27909 with the L4-33K intron (nt 26511 to 26712) deleted. This fragment was cotransformed with SpeI-digested pTG3602 into Escherichia coli BJ5183 cells for homologous recombination (5), and pTG3602-Δ22K was isolated and confirmed by nucleotide sequencing. The construction of pTG3602-22K− was described previously (25).
To make Δ22K and 22K viruses, Pacl-linearized pTG3602-Δ22K and pTG3602-22K plasmids were transfected using NanoJuice (EMD Millipore) into TetC4-22K–ΔC cells which had been seeded on the plates without doxycycline for 2 days. Virus stocks were subjected to passage twice on TetC4-22K–ΔC cells without doxycycline. The titer of the passage 2 lysate of each mutant virus was determined on TetC4-22K–ΔC cells without doxycycline and used to generate purified virions.

**Fluorescent focus assay.** A549 cells grown on glass coverslips were infected with different numbers of viral particles in 24-well plates. Cells were fixed using methanol at 18 h postinfection (hpi) and subjected to indirect immunofluorescence analysis using a monoclonal antibody (Mab) against the Ad DNA binding protein (DBP) (Mab-B6; provided by Arnold Levine, Princeton University) and a secondary goat anti-mouse antibody conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (Invitrogen). Coverslips were examined under a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M digital deconvolution microscope, and 10 random fields of each coverslip were counted for DBP-positive cells. The average number of DBP-positive cells (quantified as fluorescent focus units (FFU)) per field was used to calculate total FFU in the well, and the particle/FFU ratio was calculated as (number of particles)/total FFU in the well.

**Measurement of viral genome replication by quantitative PCR.** A549 cells were infected with Ads-WT, Δ22K, or 22K viruses and harvested at 6, 12, 18, and 32 hpi. Cell pellets were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and resuspended in 500 μl isotonic NP-40 buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.6% NP-40). Cell lysates were kept on ice for 5 to 10 min, and nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation at 2,000 × g at 4°C for 5 min and then resuspended in 200 μl PBS for DNA extraction using a DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen) and following the manufacturer’s instructions. The final DNA sample was resuspended in Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer and then subjected to quantitative PCR using an Applied Biosystems 7500 real-time PCR system. The two sets of primers used for quantitative PCR were primer pair PACK-4 ( Ads nt 44 to 63 [TAATGAGG GGGTGGAGTTTGG]) and PACK-5 ( Ads nt 280 to 261 [GCAG AAAATGG GCAAAATGGGTTTTGGG]). The purified probe was labeled with [32P]dATP by random primer labeling using exo−Klenow DNA polymerase (NEB).

**ChIP.** A549 cells were infected with Ads-WT, Δ22K, or 22K viruses were harvested at 12, 24, and 48 hpi for preparation of cytoplasmic mRNA using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. A 12-μg volume of RNA of each sample was separated on a 1% formaldehyde–agarose gel and transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane (GE Healthcare). The probe for detecting EIa mRNAs corresponds to Ads nt 147 to 1334, which was amplified by PCR. The purified probe was labeled with [32P]dATP by random primer labeling using exo−Klenow DNA polymerase (NEB).

**RESULTS**

Generation, infectivity, and viral genome replication of L4-22K mutant viruses. The Ad L4 region encodes four proteins: L4-100K, L4-33K, L4-22K, and pVIII (Fig. 1A). In order to assess the role of L4-22K during Ad infection, two L4-22K mutant viruses...
were generated and characterized in this study: Δ22K (a null mutant) and 22K− (an amber mutant). A Δ22K infectious clone (pTG3602-Δ22K) was made by deleting the L4-33K intron, leaving the L4-33K coding region intact but truncating the L4-22K protein at amino acid 105 (of 194). Deletion of the L4-33K intron shifts the reading frame of the remaining C terminus of L4-22K and might generate a novel L4 product with the same N terminus as L4-22K and L4-33K. However, Western blot analysis of Δ22K-infected cell lysate did not detect such a product using an antibody against the same N-terminal region of L4-22K and L4-33K (9) (data not shown). A 22K− infectious clone (pTG3602-22K−) which contains a stop codon (TAG) at amino acid 114 of L4-22K was previously constructed without affecting the L4-33K open reading frame (ORF) (25). Two different L4-22K mutant viruses were analyzed in these studies to verify the specificity of the results for the L4-22K mutations and because of uncertain effects that these different mutations may have on L4-33K expression. Our previous observation that transfection of pTG3602-22K− resulted in no infectious virus production (25) suggested that an L4-22K-complementing cell line would be needed to propagate the L4-22K mutant viruses. To reduce the chance of homologous recombination that would give rise to revertants, we made a tetra-L4-22K mutant viruses. To reduce the chance of homologous recombination that would give rise to revertants, we made a tetra-L4-22K mutant viruses. To reduce the chance of homologous recombination that would give rise to revertants, we made a tetra-L4-22K mutant viruses.

To test the infectivity of Δ22K and 22K− viruses, virus particles were used in a plaque assay using the L4-22K-complementing cell line and in a fluorescent focus assay performed using A549 cells. The particle/PFU and particle/FFU ratios for each virus were calculated, and the results showed no significant differences between Ad5-WT and the two L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 1B and C). Next, we evaluated viral DNA replication (Fig. 1D). From the onset of infection to 18 hpi, Ad5-WT and both L4-22K mutant viruses exhibited similar input levels (6 hpi) and DNA replication levels (12 and 18 hpi). At 32 hpi, however, the L4-22K mutant viruses replicated at levels 2- to 4-fold higher than those seen with Ad5-WT. In contrast to these results, neither L4-22K mutant produced detectable infectious virus in A549 cells as measured by titers in a growth curve (data not shown). We conclude that the two L4-22K mutant viruses had levels of infectivity and viral genome replication comparable to those of Ad5-WT and that the L4-22K protein is critical for the production of infectious progeny.

L4-22K mutant virus gene expression. To examine viral gene expression with the L4-22K mutant viruses, A549 cells were infected with Ad5-WT, Δ22K, or 22K− viruses and total cell extracts were prepared at different time points and analyzed by Western blotting. With early gene expression, both L4-22K mutant viruses had significantly higher E1A expression levels than Ad5-WT during the late phase of infection (Fig. 2, left panel [24 to 64 hpi]). In addition, DBP levels were also increased 2- to 4-fold at late times after infection, which corresponded to the higher viral genome replication observed at 32 hpi with the L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 1D). The analysis of intermediate (IVA2) and late (L1 to L5) gene expression showed that there were delays and decreases to various extents with respect to gene expression with the L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 2, left panel). Among the gene products whose expression was delayed and decreased, expression of major capsid proteins (hexon, penton, and fiber) and one minor capsid protein (IIIa) was modestly decreased, and expression of IVA2 and L1-52/55K was delayed. Other minor capsid proteins (V1 and VIII), core proteins (V and VII), and L4-33K exhibited a significant decrease in expression compared with Ad5-WT. In contrast, levels of expression of L4-100K with Ad5-WT and the L4-22K mutant viruses were quite similar. Full-length L4-22K protein was not detected with the mutant viruses, as expected, and stable truncated products were not observed. Similar results were found following infection of N52.E6-Cre cells (Fig. 2, right panel), but the extent of delay and decrease of expression for the late gene products was less significant with the L4-22K mutant viruses than with the infection in A549 cells. In addition, the increases in E1A and DBP expression in L4-22K mutant virus infections were also observed in N52.E6-Cre cells during the late phase of infection (Fig. 2, right panel). These results demonstrated that mutation of the L4-22K gene had pleiotropic effects on viral early and late gene expression; increased early gene expression and decreased late gene expression indicate that the L4-22K protein is important to drive the early- to late-phase switch during Ad infection.

To further explore the increased levels of E1A observed with L4-22K mutant viruses during the late phase of infection, Northern blot analysis was performed to measure E1A mRNA levels. These results showed that E1A mRNA levels were significantly elevated in both Δ22K- and 22K−-infected cells at 24 hpi compared to Ad5-WT-infected cells (Fig. 3). This increase suggests that the L4-22K protein plays a role in suppressing early gene expression.

L4-22K mutant viruses produce only empty capsids. To determine if L4-22K is required for Ad genome packaging in vivo, A549 and N52.E6-Cre cells were infected with the L4-22K mutant viruses and virus particle production was analyzed using CsCl equilibrium density gradient centrifugation. In both A549 and N52.E6-Cre cells, only EC were observed with Δ22K- or 22K−-infected cells, which produced bands at a density of 1.29 g/cc (Fig. 4). The yield of empty capsids from both L4-22K mutant viruses was lower in A549 than in N52.E6-Cre cells, which might reflect the more permissive nature of N52.E6-Cre cells compared to A549 cells, since elevated levels of Ad5-WT were also observed. This phenotype of the L4-22K mutant viruses strongly indicates that the L4-22K protein is required for genome packaging. However, expression of many of the late viral gene products, including IVA2 and L4-33K, which regulate late gene expression on the transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels, respectively, was moderately or significantly delayed and decreased (Fig. 2) (1, 30, 39). In order to examine the contribution of delayed IVA2 and reduced L4-33K gene expression to the L4-22K mutant virus phenotype, we infected IVA2- or L4-33K-expressing cell lines with the Δ22K mutant virus to investigate if virion production was altered when IVA2 or L4-33K was supplemented in trans. These results showed...
that supplementation of IVa2 or L4-33K to Δ22K infection did not augment mature virion production (Fig. 4). Curiously, Δ22K infection of the IVa2-expressing cell line did increase empty capsid production, although we do not know if this represents complementation or a property of this particular cell subclone. Since empty capsids were produced in L4-22K mutant virus infections that had not resulted in encapsidation of the viral genome, we conclude that the L4-22K protein is required for viral DNA packaging.

We used silver staining and Western blot analysis to analyze the EC generated from Δ22K- and 22KΔ-infected cells in comparison to Ad5-WT MV as well as EC generated by floxing of the PS using Cre recombinase (31). These results revealed that EC generated from Δ22K or 22KΔ mutant viruses in A549, N52.E6-Cre, TetC4-IVa2, or TetC4-33K cells had protein composition similar to that of the EC of the Ad5-Ψ-loxP virus grown in N52.E6-Cre cells (Fig. 4B and C), although reduced levels of penton, fiber, and pVI were evident in EC isolated in some experiments from Δ22K-infected cells compared to 22KΔ-infected cells. The basis for these differences is not known but may reflect slight leakiness of the 22KΔ mutant virus. All of these EC lacked core protein V and the proteolytically processed form of VII, both characteristic of MV, and they all contained precursor forms of pVI and pVIII, as well as readily evident levels of L1-52/55K and L4-100K, which are present at very low abundance in MV. In addition, the Δ22K or 22KΔ EC had slightly elevated levels of IVa2 in comparison to MV or EC from Ad5-Ψ-loxP. Thus, the EC generated by the L4-22K mutant viruses were bona fide empty capsids. We were surprised to detect pVII in EC isolated from N52.E6-Cre cells, since core protein VII is associated with viral DNA. We do not know if this reflects true
association of pVII within EC or minor contamination of EC with free pVII or nonpackaged viral DNA associated with pVII.

The L4-22K protein binds to PS in vivo only in the presence of IVa2. To explore packaging in vivo, we performed ChIP assays to decipher the relationship between the viral packaging proteins IVa2, L4-22K, and L1-52/55K and the PS in the genome. A549 cells infected with Ad5-WT, Δ22K, 22K−, pm8002 (a IVa2 mutant virus [48]), ΔIVa2 (24), or pm8001 (an L1-52/55K mutant virus [13]) were analyzed by ChIP at 18 hpi using rabbit preimmune serum or rabbit serum directed against L4-22K, IVa2, or L1-52/55K. These results showed that the L4-22K protein bound to the PS of Ad5-WT in vivo, but this was not observed in Δ22K- or 22K−-infected cells, as expected (Fig. 5A). In addition, L4-22K did not bind to the PS in pm8002- or ΔIVa2-infected cells, indicating that the IVa2 protein is required for L4-22K to bind to the PS in vivo, consistent with in vitro DNA-protein binding studies (9, 25, 44). Results from pm8001-infected cells demonstrated that in the absence of L1-52/55K, the interaction between L4-22K or IVa2 and the PS was not reduced. IVa2 bound to the PS in Ad5-WT- or pm8001-infected cells but not in pm8002- or ΔIVa2-infected cells, consistent with previous reports (28, 32). However, IVa2 did not bind to the PS in Δ22K- or 22K−-infected cells, implying that the L4-22K protein is essential for IVa2 to bind to the PS in vivo, in contrast to the results of previous in vitro binding analyses (28, 40, 45). In addition, in the absence of L4-22K (Δ22K, 22K−) or IVa2 (pm8002, ΔIVa2), the binding of L1-52/55K to the PS in vivo was completely abolished, indicating that both the L4-22K and IVa2 proteins are required for L1-52/55K to bind to the PS. The loss of IVa2 and L1-52/55K binding to the PS in the absence of the L4-22K protein may be due, at least in part, to decreased IVa2 and L1-52/55K expression in Δ22K- or 22K−-infected cells (Fig. 2 and 5D). Taken together, the ChIP experiments indicate that the IVa2 protein is essential for L4-22K and L1-52/55K to bind to the PS, the L4-22K protein is likely required for IVa2 and L1-52/55K to bind the PS, and the L1-52/55K protein is dispensable for IVa2 or L4-22K binding to the PS in vivo.

FIG 3 Northern blot analysis of E1A mRNA levels. Total cytoplasmic mRNAs isolated from Ad5-WT-, Δ22K-, and 22K−-infected A549 cells at 12, 24, and 48 hpi were analyzed by Northern blotting using a 32P-labeled E1A probe (top panel). The blot was stained with methylene blue as a loading control (bottom panel).

FIG 4 Virus particle production with L4-22K mutant viruses. (A) CsCl equilibrium density gradient profiles of virus particles produced from Ad5-WT-, Δ22K-, and 22K−-infected A549 and N52.E6-Cre cells and Δ22K-infected TetC4-IVa2 and TetC4-33K cells. Arrows and arrowheads indicate mature virions (MV) and empty capsids (EC), respectively. (B) The results of silver staining of protein components of MV and EC isolated from the virus particles indicated in panel A are shown; in addition, MV and EC isolated from Ad5-IVa2-loxP-infected N52.E6 (MV) and N52.E6-Cre (EC) cells are shown. Protein designations are indicated on the left. M, molecular weight markers. (C) Western blot analysis of protein components of MV and EC isolated from the virus particles indicated in panel B. Protein designations are indicated on the right.

FIG 5
The L4-22K protein is required for IVa2 to bind to the PS in vivo. To examine the possibility that the loss of IVa2 binding to the PS in Δ22K- or 22K- infected A549 cells was due to the decreased level of IVa2 expression (Fig. 2 and 5D), we infected TetC4-IVa2 cells with Ad5-WT, Δ22K, 22K-, pm8002, or ΔIVa2 for ChIP analyses; this provided similar levels of the IVa2 protein in the different virus infections (Fig. 5D). These results demonstrated that complementation of IVa2 protein levels in IVa2 mutant virus infections restored not only the binding of IVa2 but also the binding of the L4-22K and L1-52/55K proteins to the PS in vivo (Fig. 5B). However, the supplementation of IVa2 protein levels did not restore the binding of IVa2 or L1-52/55K to the PS in Δ22K- or 22K- infected cells (Fig. 5B), even though IVa2 protein levels were the same among the different virus-infected cells (Fig. 5D). These results ruled out the possibility that the decreased IVa2 protein expression was responsible for the loss of IVa2 binding to the PS in vivo. We note that there were similar levels of L1-52/55K expression among TetC4-IVa2 cells infected with the different viruses (Fig. 5D).

To further confirm the relationship between L4-22K, IVa2, and L1-52/55K and binding to the PS in vivo, we infected TetC4-22K-A, C cells with Ad5-WT- and the two L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 5D) and partially restored the binding of L4-22K-ΔC, IVa2, and L1-52/55K to the PS in Δ22K- or 22K- infected cells (Fig. 5C). The different extents of binding of IVa2 and L1-52/55K to the PS between Ad5-WT and the two L4-22K mutant viruses may have been due to the fact that the WT virus had additional full-length WT L4-22K expressed in addition to the L4-22K-ΔC provided by the cell line. Surprisingly, in pm8002-infected TetC4-22K-ΔC cells, where there was no full-length IVa2 expression (Fig. 5D), the binding of the IVa2, L4-22K, and L1-52/55K proteins to the PS was partially restored; this was not observed with the ΔIVa2 mutant virus (Fig. 5C). Western blot analysis of the input samples showed that the 40-kDa IVa2 isoform (29) was expressed in pm8002-infected TetC4-22K-ΔC cells, even though the full-length IVa2 protein was not evident, as expected (Fig. 5D). Since it is known that the 40-kDa IVa2 isoform binds to the PS (29, 45), its presence may be responsible for the partially restored binding of the IVa2, L4-22K, and L1-52/55K proteins to the PS in pm8002-infected TetC4-22K-ΔC cells.

The L4-22K protein promotes Ad-induced cell lysis. During the course of these studies, we noted that there was a remarkable difference in the morphologies of A549 cells infected with Ad5-WT versus the L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 6A). With Ad5-WT-infected cells, significant cytopathic effect was observed at 48 hpi, with most of the cells rounded up and detached from the plate. In contrast, Δ22K- or 22K- infected cells had enlarged nuclei but were still confluent and attached to the plate (Fig. 6A). In order to determine if the L4-22K protein influenced cell viability, PI staining was used to monitor cell death in Ad5-WT-, Δ22K-, or 22K- infected cells at different time points after infection. The results showed that Ad5-WT showed significant cell killing by 48 to 72 hpi whereas both L4-22K mutant viruses showed very modest cell killing compared with mock-infected cell results (Fig. 6B). This finding indicated that the L4-22K protein contributes to cell killing during Ad infection. ADP is known to be responsible for
and characterized two L4-22K mutant viruses, Δ22K and 22K−, to further explore L4-22K functions during Ad infection. Our results showed that L4-22K is indeed important for the temporal control of viral gene expression not only because it activates late gene expression but also because it suppresses early gene expression. We also showed that the L4-22K protein binds to the PS in vivo and is essential to recruit two other packaging proteins, IVa2 and L1-52/55K, to this region. The elimination of L4-22K gave rise only to the production of EC and not MV, which confirms that the L4-22K protein is required for Ad genome packaging. Finally, L4-22K contributes to Ad-induced cell death by regulating expression of ADP. Thus, the Ad L4-22K protein is multifunctional and an integral component of crucial aspects of infection.

The L4-22K mutant viruses behaved similarly to Ad5-WT throughout the onset of infection to viral DNA replication (Fig. 1 and 2). Alterations in both early and late gene expression were observed with the L4-22K mutant viruses as the late phase progressed, consistent with the findings by Morris and Leppard (23). The mechanism by which the L4-22K protein influences late gene expression has been suggested to be at the level of late gene transcription and/or RNA processing (3, 23). The overall delay and reduction in expression of late gene products observed with both L4-22K mutant viruses may relate to its role in activating MLP transcription (3). However, the extents of reduction of expression of different late gene products were quite different, which supports a role for L4-22K in the posttranscriptional processing of certain viral mRNAs (23). Interestingly, both L4-22K mutant viruses showed significantly increased E1A expression and mRNA levels late after infection (Fig. 2 and 3) and moderately increased DBP expression at this time (Fig. 2). This may explain the modestly higher genome replication level that was observed with both L4-22K mutant viruses at late times after infection (Fig. 1D). These results also suggest that L4-22K suppresses early gene expression during the late stage of infection. A role for an Ad late trans-acting component in the downregulation of viral early gene expression was previously proposed (11). The increased E1A protein level that we observed correlated well with E1A mRNA levels, suggesting that L4-22K suppresses early gene expression. The Ad PS overlaps significantly with the E1A enhancer region (17), suggesting that L4-22K suppresses early gene expression. The Ad PS overlaps significantly with the E1A enhancer region (17), suggesting that L4-22K suppresses early gene expression. However, this model is open to question, since the elimination of IVa2 expression with mutant pm8002, and consequently the binding of both IVa2 and L4-22K to the PS (Fig. 5A), did not enhance E1A expression at 24 hpi (48) or at later times of infection (data not shown) in A549 cells. But it is still plausible that, independently of its binding to the PS, L4-22K indirectly suppresses E1A expression by affecting the activity of an E1A transcription factor(s) or that L4-22K regulates E1A expression posttranscriptionally. Increased E1A transcript levels with the L4-22K mutant viruses also could reflect a failure to remove viral genomes from the transcription pool due to the packaging defect. The significance of suppressing E1A expression during the late phase of infection might be to redistribute the cellular transcriptional-translational machinery from early genes to late genes. Overall, our results and those published by others cited above indicate that the L4-22K protein plays an important role in regulating the temporal control of viral gene expression during the course of Ad infection.

The L4-22K mutant viruses produced only empty capsids, indicating that L4-22K is essential for Ad genome packaging (Fig. 4),...
but other aspects of mutant virus infection might contribute to this phenotype. First, the IVa2 and L4-33K proteins regulate Ad late gene expression at the transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels (2, 10, 30, 39) and the L4-22K mutant viruses exhibited decreased expression of both of these proteins, particularly with L4-33K (Fig. 2). Supplementation of IVa2 or L4-33K using complementing cell lines, however, did not rescue the ability of the L4-22K mutants to produce MV (Fig. 4). Second, the significantly reduced levels of V, pVII/pVIII, and pVIII (Fig. 2) might also underlie the L4-22K mutant phenotype with respect to EC production. However, protein VII is not required for Ad genome packaging (P. Ostapchuk and P. Hearing, unpublished data) and a temperature-sensitive mutant in protein VIII did not display a packaging defect (20), but this possibility has not been fully resolved. Third, pVI promotes hexon import into the nucleus (41) and the reduction of pVI in L4-22K mutant virus infections (Fig. 2) may contribute to the defect in MV formation. However, the yield of EC from Δ22K-infected N52.E6-Cre cells (Fig. 4) indicates that pVI is not limiting in the absence of the L4-22K protein. While we cannot exclude the possibility of combinatorial effects of reduction of expression of different Ad late proteins, the binding of the L4-22K protein to the PS in vitro (9, 25, 44) and in vivo (Fig. 5) and the lack of MV production with both L4-22K mutant viruses (Fig. 4) lead us to conclude that the L4-22K protein is required for Ad genome packaging. This conclusion is strengthened by the analyses of viruses carrying mutations in the PS, where a precise correlation was observed between the binding of the L4-22K protein to PS in vitro and virus viability in vivo (28).

Our results demonstrate that the L4-22K and IVa2 proteins are dependent upon each other for binding to the PS in vivo and that both of these proteins are required to recruit the L1-52/55K protein to this region of the Ad genome (Fig. 5). These results are consistent with previous studies that showed that IVa2 is required for L4-22K to bind to the PS in vitro (9, 25, 44). However, in vitro binding studies also have shown that purified recombinant IVa2 can bind to the PS alone (28, 40, 45). A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that in virus-infected cells, the IVa2 protein needs L4-22K to remove other factors that might anchor or close to the IVa2 binding site and impede IVa2 DNA binding. Perhaps more likely is the observation that the IVa2 and L4-22K proteins bind to the PS cooperatively (44); we anticipate that weak DNA-protein interactions can be identified using in vitro binding studies but that the infected cell nucleus in vivo provides a more rigorous environment where only the more stable DNA-protein interactions are maintained. It has been reported that L1-52/55K binds to the PS in pm8002-infected cells in the absence of IVa2 (32). However, we could not detect such binding in our experimental setting (Fig. 5). Different L1-52/55K antibodies and cells were used in these two studies. These differences also may reflect the use of semiquantitative PCR (32) versus quantitative PCR (Fig. 5) in these analyses. We observed partially restored binding of L4-22K, IVa2, and L1-52/55K with the PS in pm8002-infected TetC4-22K-ΔC cells (Fig. 5C). Western blot analysis confirmed the existence of a 40-kDa IVa2 isoform in pm8002-infected TetC4-22K-ΔC cells but not in pm8002-infected A549 cells at 18 hpi (Fig. 5D). In this context, the 40-kDa IVa2 isoform appears to have partially restored the binding of L4-22K, IVa2, and L1-52/55K to the PS in vivo (Fig. 5).

The L4-22K protein contributes significantly to expression of ADP (Fig. 6), which in turn contributes to the lysis of Ad-infected cells (37). Even though the ADP coding region is located in the E3 region, ADP is transcribed from the MLP and not expressed in great abundance until the late phase of infection (38). The link between Ad genome packaging and augmented ADP expression to induce cell lysis, and the involvement of the L4-22K protein in both of these processes, makes perfect sense with respect to the temporal coordination of the Ad infection cycle. A number of recent studies also have shown that Ad infection induces autophagy, which also contributes to the killing of infected cells (18, 19, 33). It should be interesting to determine if the autophagy process is altered by mutation of L4-22K and if ADP, L4-22K, or other viral genes regulated by L4-22K are responsible for induction of autophagy during Ad infection.
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